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TO THE MEMORY OF MARIA PANTEKIAbstract
Diophantos in Arithmetica, without having deﬁned previously any concept of “equality” or “equation,”
employs a concept of the unknown number as a tool for solving problems and ﬁnds its value from an equality
ad hoc created. In this paper we analyze Diophantos’s practices in the creation and simpliﬁcation of such equal-
ities, aiming to adduce more evidence on certain issues arising in recent historical research on the meaning of
the “equation” in Diophantos’s work.
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Equality in Diophantos’s Arithmetica 291. Introduction
The eighth problem in the second Book1 of Diophantos’s Arithmetica and its resolution
run as follows [Tannery, 1893: 90, lines 9–21, our numbering and emphasis]:2
1. Τo split a proposed square [number] into [the sum of] two squares.
2. Let it be proposed to split 16 into two squares.
3. And let us put the ﬁrst [square] 1x2; then the other will be 16  1x2;
4. It will be required therefore that 16  1x2 are equal to hx.3
5. I form thehom from [a side consisting of] however many x’s minus as many units as those
in the side of 16 units; say 2x  4.
6. The hoB itself will be 4x2 + 16  16x; these are equal to 16  1x2.
7. Let the missing [species]4 be added in both [parts] and from similar [species be sub-
tracted] the similar.5
8. Then 5x2 are equal to 16x and x becomes 16/5.
9. The one [required square] will therefore be 256/25, the other 144/25, and both added
make 400/25, i.e., 16, and each is a square.
This problem and its resolution reveal certain basic traits of Diophantos’s method for
solving arithmetical problems:1 The numbering of the problems and books follows the edition of the ancient Greek text of
Diophantos’s work in [Tannery, 1893].
2 In Arithmetica, the concept of the “unknown” is deﬁned as a “number (‘arithmos’) consisting of
an indeterminate multitude of units” [Tannery I, p. 6, line 4]. This “arithmos” is abbreviated by a
sign resembling the Greek letter B (ﬁnal sigma), its square (“tetragoˆnos”) by DΥ (from
“DΥΝΑΜΙR” = power), its cube (“kybos”) by KY (from “ΚΥΒΟR” = cube), its fourth power by
DΥD (from “DΥΝΑΜΟDΥΝΑΜΙR”), etc. In this paper we render the abbreviated “arithmos” with x,
the abbreviated “dynamis” with x2, etc.; we render with the minus sign the letter W (inverted), which
is used by Diophantos to signify the subtracted terms in a string containing unknown terms (this
sign probably comes from “KΕΙWΙR” = shortage). We make also use of plain numbers, such as 16,
wherever Diophantos writes for example 16 M

(from “ΜΟΝΑR” = unit).
3 In this and the following two lines the “tetragoˆnos” (= square) is abbreviated in the ancient text
by the pictorial sign hoB (hx = square in the dative, hom = square in the accusative), while the
appearance of the term in the last line is given with the whole word.
4 For the meaning of the Diophantine term “species” see Footnote 9 below.
5 This means that 16x and x2 are added to both 4x2 + 16 – 16x and 16 – x2, and 16 is subtracted
from them.
30 Y. Thomaidis(i) Despite the problem’s general enunciation (in the ﬁrst line), Diophantos picks the spe-
ciﬁc number 16 as the proposed square (in the second line) and demonstrates a way to
ﬁnd two other squares summing up to 16.
(ii) The method involves the representation (in the third line) of the sought after numbers
with the “abbreviated designations” that belong to the elements of the “arithmetical
theory” (“arithmeˆtikeˆ theoˆria”) according to Diophantos [Tannery, 1893: 4, lines
12–14].
(iii) Although there is neither a symbol for “equality,” nor a special term for “equation” in
the text, the eye of a modern reader immediately identiﬁes three successive equations
leading to the determination of an unknown number in the previous resolution:6 In
provi
7 Th
[Netz16 x2 ¼ p2 ð1Þ ðin the fourth lineÞ
16 x2 ¼ 4x2 þ 16 16x ð2Þ ðin the sixth lineÞ
5x2 ¼ 16x ð3Þ ðin the eighth lineÞUntil recently the importance of these equations had not become an object of particular
discussion in historical studies of Diophantos’s work, an omission due mainly to the fact
that problems such as II 8 were traditionally interpreted as solutions of second-degree inde-
terminate equations with two unknowns, such as the general equation x2 + y2 = a2, for
example [Bashmakova, 1974: 35; Heath, 1981: 491].
In a recent paper, after a preliminary reading of problem II 8, I had characterized equa-
tions (1), (2), and (3) as “potential equation,” “equation proper,” and “ﬁnal equation,”
respectively [Thomaidis, 2005: 595–596]. Advancing however to a close reading and anal-
ysis of Diophantos’s practice in various problems of Arithmetica, I adopted in the same
paper the use of the terms “initial equality,” “manageable equality,” and “ﬁnal equality,”
respectively, abandoning deliberately the use of the “equation.” The main reason for this
name shift has been the absence of deﬁnitions for terms such as “equality” or “equation”
in Arithmetica, and Diophantos’s terminological practice does not help us to make clear
distinctions between them. In the majority of cases he uses the word “isoteˆs” (= equality),
but he also frequently uses “isoˆsis” (this is etymologically closer to the modern Greek word
“exisoˆsis” = equation). For example, in Problem 8 of Book IV, the equality “19x2 equal 1”
is referred to by Diophantos as “isoteˆs” [Tannery, 1893: 202, lines 6–8], while in Problem 18
of the same Book the equality “32x2 equal 1” is referred as “isoˆsis” [op. cit.: 226, lines 15–
17].6 Moreover, when he wants to express an equality implying logical identity, he uses
“toutestin” (= that is).7 For example, in problem IV 39 Diophantos expresses the fact thatcidentally, both equalities are impossible from Diophantos’s point of view, since they cannot
de a positive rational value of the unknown.
is is a standard term for expressing the identity of objects in Greek mathematical tradition
, 1999: 143, 206].
Equality in Diophantos’s Arithmetica 31the value of the unknown x is 42/22 = 21/11, as follows: “x becomes 42/22, that is 21/11”
[op. cit.: 304, line 12].8
More recently it has been argued [Christianidis, 2007: 298] that (1) does not exist in Dio-
phantos as an equation, on the ground that the process of transferring the problem into the
arithmetical theory, i.e., the process of assigning “abbreviated designations” (like those for
“arithmos,” “dynamis,” etc.), has not been completed at this stage. Indeed, in the place of
what we name the right-hand part of equality (1), the ancient Greek text has the pictorial
sign hx for “tetragoˆnoˆ” [= square in the dative], not the abbreviation DΥ of “dynamis”
[= power (of the unknown)] which belongs to the elements of Diophantos’s arithmetical
theory. According to Christianidis [ibid.] “. . . the equation emerges only after the transfer
of all the components of the problem (i.e. the elements and the structure) into the arithmet-
ical theory has been completed, after the translation of all the elements contained in the for-
mulation of the problem into the language of the theory has been performed.”
Given all the above, certain questions arise about the exact characterization of the equal-
ities that Diophantos uses in arithmetical problem-solving:
 Are there suﬃcient reasons ensuring that Diophantos perceives and treats equalities like
(1) above in a substantially diﬀerent way than the equalities (2) and (3)?
 More speciﬁcally, is it possible to attach to these equalities diﬀerent labels like “equa-
tions,” and “nonequations”?
 In general, can we trace in Diophantos’s text a diﬀerent status of the concept of equality
inside and outside the arithmetical theory?
It is evident that we need more evidence on Diophantos’s practices in solving arithmet-
ical problems to answer questions of this kind. We especially need evidence on his methods
and terminology related to the creation and simpliﬁcation of the equalities leading gradu-
ally to a value of the unknown number. In the following sections I oﬀer examples of these
practices throughout Arithmetica and discuss the implications for the meaning and function
of equalities in Diophantos’s work.8 Another reason for abandoning the use of “equation” has been the clear distinction that is made
today between the mathematical concepts of the “equality” (an equivalence relation deﬁned on a set)
and the “equation” (a propositional formula having a truth set). The modern practice of solving
equations after transforming them into equivalent ones (i.e., having the same truth set) and ﬁnding
all their roots makes the exclusive use of the term “equation” for interpreting the meaning of
Diophantos’s equalities in Arithmetica rather aprioristic and anachronistic. An early attempt to
discriminate between “equation” and “equality” and to clarify the meaning of the former was made
by F. Vie`te, thirteen centuries after Diophantos, in his famous In artem analyticem isagoge (1591).
Chapter VIII of this work opens with the following sentences [Klein, 1992: 345 and 263]:
1. In analysis the name equation is understood simply as referring to an equality properly set in
order by means of the zetesis.
2. And so, an equation is the coupling (or a comparison) of an unknown magnitude with a
known. (“Aequatio est magnitudinis incertae cum certa comparatio”).
According to B. Hughes [2004: 321, 332], it was perhaps L. Fibonacci [in Liber Abbaci (1202)] who
used for the ﬁrst time in Latin medieval mathematics the word equation to represent a statement of
equality between two numbers.
32 Y. Thomaidis2. Diophantos’s first allusion to the meaning of ‘‘equating’’ and ‘‘simplifying’’
Given the absence of deﬁnitions of the equality or equation in Arithmetica, our attempt
to trace the origin and the meaning of these terms could only start from the following, cru-
cial passage of the introduction of this work [Tannery, 1893: 14, lines 11–24, our emphasis]:9 Di
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requiAfter this, if from some problem, some species (“eideˆ”)9 become equal to the same species,
but not of the same multitude, from both parts it will be necessary to subtract the similar
from the similar, until one species becomes equal to one species. If by chance exists in
either [part] or in both [parts] a shortage of certain species, it will be necessary to add
the missing species in both parts, until the species of both parts become existent, and then
again to subtract the similar from the similar, until one species only is left in each part.10
If necessary, practice this [task] in the expressions (“hypostaseis”) of the [proposed]
enunciations (“protaseis”),11 until one species is left equal to one species; afterwards
we shall demonstrate to you also how the case when two species have been left equal to
a single one is solved.In the initial clause of this passage Diophantos refers neither to “equality” nor to “equa-
tion,” but simply to a process where “some species become equal to the same species but not
of the same multitude.” Given, however, that immediately afterwards he refers to the
“parts,” one could reasonably argue that the outcome of this process amounts to an equal-
ity like (2) above. Moreover, Diophantos indicates another process related to the simpliﬁ-
cation of this “equality of species” according to the following rules:
 “Add the missing species in both parts.”
 “Subtract the similar species from the similar in both parts.”
As Diophantos explicitly states, applying these rules results in an equality with only one
species in each part, i.e., a ﬁnal equality like (3) above, which provides the value of the
unknown number immediately.
In the previous passage Diophantos clearly determines the meaning and the role of
equalities such as (2) and (3) for the solution of a certain problem, giving emphasis to
the multitude and the mutual relations of the various species contained in them. His inten-
tion is made even clearer in the ﬁnal clause, where he commits himself to demonstrate theophantos makes throughout Arithmetica ample use of the term “species” (“eidos”; plural
”). In the present case this term functions as a general name for a number of units, or a number
breviated designations of any kind (e.g., a number of x’s, or a number of x2’s, etc.).
ophantos describes here in general terms two basic rules for simplifying equalities; he employed
in the resolution of problem II 8 (see the seventh line of the translation given above), quite
ically, as “Let the missing be added in both and from similar the similar.” However, as we shall
the next sections, he makes also use of several other rules of simpliﬁcation that are not
itly mentioned in this introductory passage.
dressing this advice to his reader, Diophantos implies the task of transferring the general
ciation of a problem into the elements of the arithmetical theory and representing the various
red numbers with strings of abbreviated designations.
Equality in Diophantos’s Arithmetica 33case of a ﬁnal equality with a diﬀerent multitude of species later.12 It is important to note,
however, that although Diophantos teaches his reader how to handle equalities in order to
ﬁnd the value of an unknown number, no word is used to denote the equality as an object in
the introduction of Arithmetica. The word “equality” does not appear in Diophantos’s text
until the 11th problem of Book II, when he attaches the name “double equality” to a pair of
simultaneous initial equalities (see the next section).
Had our discussion been limited to the introduction of Arithmetica and the problem II 8,
one could reasonably argue that the initial equality (1) is merely one of the intermediate
steps in the process of transferring the problem into the arithmetical theory, and thus
hardly deserves the same status as (2) and (3). However, in the majority of the problems
solved by Diophantos the actual situation is more complex, as we can infer even from a
rough inspection of his practice on the creation and simpliﬁcation of equalities. Several
examples of this practice are provided in the next section.
3. Equating, simplifying, and solving equalities in Arithmetica
Problem 12 of Book III and its resolution constitute a typical and relatively easy case for
understanding Diophantos’s main practices in the creation and simpliﬁcation of equalities.
This problem requires [Tannery, 1893: 164, lines 19–20]12 Th
1982:
+ 18
one”)
(i.e.,
the uTo ﬁnd three numbers such that the [product] of any two added to the third makes a
square.If we designate the three requested numbers by the letters a, b, c, (the ﬁrst, the second
and the third, according to the Greek alphabetic system of numerical notation in Diophan-
tos’s text), then the problem’s conditions (“epitagmata”) can be transferred into the form of
three modern equations:a  bþ c ¼ k2 ðiÞ; b  cþ a ¼ m2 ðiiÞ; c  aþ b ¼ n2 ðiiiÞ:
The resolution of the problem in Arithmetica runs as follows [op. cit.: 164, line 21 and
166, lines 1–23, our emphasis]:Since we are seeking the [product] of the 1st and the 2nd added to the other makes a hom,
if we shall pick a certainhom and put a part of it as the 3rd and the rest as the [product] of
the 1st and the 2nd, then we shall solve one of the conditions. Let the hoB be formed from
1x + 3; it will be 1x2 + 6x + 9; let the 3rd be 9; the rest 1x2 + 6x will be therefore the
[product] of the 1st and the 2nd. Let the 1st be 1x; the rest 1x + 6 will be therefore the
2nd. It will be required therefore that the [product] of the 2nd and the 3rd added to the
1st and becoming 10x + 54 is equal hx and further that the [product] of the 3rd and
the 1st added to the 2nd and becoming 10x + 6 becomes again equal hx. And the equality
becomes double, and their excess (“hyperocheˆ”) is 48.
It will be required therefore to ﬁnd two squares having an excess 48; this is easy and can
be made inﬁnitely many times; and the lesser is 16, the greater 64, and to whichever of
these I will make the equality [“poieˆsoˆmai teˆn isoteˆta”], I will ﬁnd the value (“hyposta-is demonstration, however, does not appear in the survived books of Arithmetica [Sesiano,
76f]. It is evident that according to Diophantos’s classifying criteria the equalities 6x
= 2x2 and x4 + 1 = 10x2 belong to the same class (“two species have been left equal to a single
. This fact testiﬁes the crucial diﬀerences between Diophantos’s practices and the modern ones
classifying equations according to their degree) and provides another reason for abandoning
se of the term “equation” for interpreting Diophantos’s equalities.
13 Ac
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34 Y. Thomaidissis”) of x; since if we will say that the [units] of the greater 64 are equal to 10x + 54, it
follows that x [is] 1; if on the other hand we will say that the [units] of the lesser 16
are equal to 10x + 6, it follows that x [is] 1.
[Let us return] to the expressions (“hypostaseis”). The 1st will be 1, the 2nd 7; the 3rd is
already 9, and they fulﬁll the condition (“epitagma”).Diophantos’s method, after the general description given in the three ﬁrst lines, is woven
around the speciﬁc square x2 + 6x + 9 (of x + 3). Setting the last part of this square as the
third requested number (i.e., c = 9) and the rest of it as the product of the ﬁrst and the sec-
ond number (i.e., a = x and b = x + 6) transforms one of the problem’s conditions to an
“identity-like equality,”13 while the other two conditions give rise to the pair of equalities10xþ 54 ¼ x and 10xþ 6 ¼ x: ð4Þ
In problem II 11, after the appearance of a similar pair of equalities, Diophantos makes
the ﬁrst explicit reference to the noun “equality” and the act of “equating” [Tannery, 1893:
96, lines 9–10]:And this species is called a double equality (“dipleˆ isoteˆs”); it is equated (“isoutai”) in
this way.The standard method employed by Diophantos for equating a double equality such as
(4) rests upon the transformation of the diﬀerence of the left-hand parts into the diﬀerence
of two squares. Having here this diﬀerence equal to 48 (= 64  16), it is evident that either
of the equalities 10x + 54 = 64 and 10x + 6 = 16 provides a relevant value of the unknown
(in this case, x = 1 and thus the problem’s speciﬁc solution a = 1, b = 7, and c = 9).
A distinctive feature of the previous resolution is that Diophantos employs from the very
beginning, but without explicitly stating it, the equality fully transferred into the abbrevi-
ated designations of arithmetical theory x2 + 6x + 9 = (x + 3)2, i.e., an “identity-like equal-
ity,” which, as he explicitly says, solves one condition. Starting from this square he asserts,
according to the remaining two conditions, the partially transferred equalities 10x
+ 54 =hx and 10x + 6 =hx, and ﬁnally, he equates the fully transferred “equation-like
equalities” 10x + 54 = 64 and 10x + 6 = 16, which provide the value of the unknown.
Diophantos’s practice in many other cases makes it clear that the transfer from the prob-
lem’s enunciation to the arithmetical theory does not follow a smooth path, where partially
transferred equalities can be discriminated from the fully transferred ones according to a
well established criterion (other than their form). For example, the initial equalities are
often subjected to simpliﬁcations with abbreviated designations, despite the fact that they
have only partially been transferred into the arithmetical theory.cording to Diophantos’s terminology in other cases, this means that the condition has been
d “in the indeterminate” (“en toˆ aoristoˆ”). For an interesting example of this practice, see the
tion of problem IV 16, where three out of the problem’s four conditions are “solved” in this
Tannery, 1893: 222, line 9]. It is quite interesting that even a whole problem (IV 19, asking for
numbers such that the product of any two added to the unit makes a square) is solved by
hantos in this way; i.e., all the conditions are expressed in the form of “identities.”
arizing after the resolution the meaning of the term “in the indeterminate,” Diophantos gives
ence a ﬁne deﬁnition of this concept of “identity-like equality” [op. cit.: 232, lines 6–8]:
. . . it has been solved in the indeterminate, so that the [product] of any two added to the unit
makes a square, and x becomes whatever would one like. Since, seeking indeterminately
(“aoristoˆs”) means that the expression (“hypostasis”) is such that, whatever would one like
x to be, making [it] on the expressions, he will save the condition (“epitagma”).
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creating the initial equality [Tannery, 1893: 300, line 26]14 Th1
1
3
x2 þ 5 1
3
xþ 4 eq: x;14 ð5ÞDiophantos does not proceed (as usually) to pick a concrete side for the square in the right-
hand part, but to a simpliﬁcation in two successive steps with the following rules [op. cit.:
302, lines 1–2]:
 “everything [is taken] nine times”
 “[take] their fourth [part]”
The ﬁrst simpliﬁcation (i.e., multiplying both parts by 9) transforms equality (5) into the
equality 12x2 + 48x + 36 eq.hx, while the second one (i.e., dividing both parts by 4) trans-
forms the latter into the equality 3x2 + 12x + 9 eq. hx.
We meet another example in Problem 9 of Book V. After asserting the initial equality
[Tannery, 1893: 334, line 15]26þ 1
x2
eq: x; ð6Þ
Diophantos proceeds to a simpliﬁcation with the following rule:
 “everything [is multiplied] by DΥ” (i.e., a power x2).
This operation transforms (6) to the equality [op. cit.: 334, line 16] 26x2 + 1 eq. hx.
There is another similar example in Problem 16 of Book IV, where the resolution leads to
the initial equality [Tannery, 1893: 222, line 12]:10; 816x4 þ 221x2 eq: x: ð7Þ
The latter is simpliﬁed by Diophantos with the rule
 “everything [is divided] by DΥ,”
an operation leading to the equality [op. cit.: 222, line 13]: 10,816x2 + 221 eq. hx.
The previous examples conﬁrm that beyond the two basic simpliﬁcations referred in the
introduction of Arithmetica, Diophantos employs several other equality simpliﬁcation
rules. This fact makes clear that the Introduction does not exhaust Diophantos’s toolbox.
Moreover, it is quite important that Diophantos has no reluctance to simplify an initial
equality well before the process of assigning abbreviated designations to the problem has
been completed. In the ﬁrst example (equality (5) above), the simpliﬁcations amount to
arithmetical operations with concrete numbers, but in the second and the third one Dio-
phantos multiplies or divides by the abbreviation of a “dynamis,” despite the fact that in
the right-hand part of the initial equalities (6) or (7) there is yet the “tetragoˆnos” of the
problem’s enunciation. The word “panta” (= everything) ensures that the qualitative diﬀer-
ence of the species in the two parts of the equality does not prevent the multiplication or
division of a “tetragoˆnos” with an abbreviated “dynamis.”e word “equal” is abbreviated in the text by its two initial letters.
36 Y. ThomaidisIt is remarkable that simpliﬁcations of the same type are also applied by Diophantos to
equalities having “some species equal to the same species, but not of the same multitude,”
in parallel to the standard simpliﬁcations described in the introduction of Arithmetica. For
example, in Problem 22 of Book VI, seeking for a right-angled triangle with a hypotenuse
12 1x  14x and legs 1x and 14x, Diophantos creates an equality that “makes” the unknown
employing the Pythagorean theorem [Tannery, 1893: 444, lines 18–20]:15 W
“arith
16 Th
whichIt remains the hom of it [i.e., the hypotenuse], which is 1x2 þ 196x2 þ 172 24x  336x, to
make equal (“isoˆsai”) to the [sum of the] hoiB of the [sides] on the right [angle], that is
(“toutestin”) 1x2 þ 196x2.15This equality is simpliﬁed, by the simultaneous application of three rules, to a ﬁnal one hav-
ing “two species equal to a single species” [op. cit.: 444, lines 20–22]:. . . add the missing in both [parts] and [subtract] similar from similar and everything [is
multiplied] by x, it becomes 172x eq. 336x2 + 24.The fact that Diophantos does not seem to discriminate, at least as regards simplifying,
between partially and fully transferred equalities implies that it is necessary to have a dee-
per look at the ways that the former type of equality is treated in Arithmetica.
4. Diophantos’s treatment of partially transferred equalities
Apart from the issue of simplifying, there is also ample evidence that Diophantos
encounters initial equalities such as (1), (5), (6), or (7) as objects that are not substantially
diﬀerent from equalities such as (2) or (3).
A characteristic example exists in Problem 39 of Book IV, where Diophantos comes,
after the two arithmetical simpliﬁcations discussed in the previous section, to the initial
equality3x2 þ 12xþ 9 eq: x: ð8Þ
Seeking here for a value x < 2, Diophantos does not pick a speciﬁc side for the square on
the right-hand side of (8), but he proceeds to ﬁnd a relevant one through a parametric res-
olution. Seen from a modern point of view, this method amounts to the creation of the fol-
lowing chain of equations:3x2 þ 12xþ 9 ¼ ð3 mxÞ2
3x2 þ 12xþ 9 ¼ 9þ m2x2  6mx
ð6mþ 12Þx ¼ ðm2  3Þx2
x ¼ 6mþ 12
m2  3 :
16 ð9Þ
Starting from equality (8), Diophantos describes the whole procedure in the following
way [Tannery, 1893: 302, lines 8–13, our emphasis]:ith 1/x and 1/x2 we render the “arithmoston” and “dynamoston”, i.e., the “morion” (= part) of
mos” and “dynamis,” respectively.
e modern parameter m corresponds to Diophantos’s “certain number” (see the next passage),
is a new unknown expressing the required multitude of x in a side of the form 3  mx.
Equality in Diophantos’s Arithmetica 37So, I have 3x2 + 12x + 9 to make eq. hx. I form a certainhom from [a side of] 3 minus [a]
certain [multitude of] x; and x is created from a certain number taken 6 times and [then]
added to 12, that is (“toutestin”) of the equation (“teˆs isoˆseoˆs”) of 12x, and [then] divided
by the excess that the hoB of this number exceeds the [multitude of] x2 which are 3 in the
equation (“en teˆ isoˆsei”).As we see, in the description of the result (9), Diophantos makes an explicit reference to the
act of equating the initial equality (8), naming it an “isoˆsis” (= equation) and inﬂecting this
noun in the genitive (‘isoˆseoˆs”), as well as in the dative (“isoˆsei”). Moreover, contrary to the
abbreviated “12x” and “3x2” of the equality, his indeterminate “certain number” and its
square (the hoB of this number, not its “dynamis”) are referred to in the result without
the abbreviated designations of the arithmetical theory. Therefore, Diophantos explicitly
solves here an initial equality without entering fully into this theory. Employing this result,
he ﬁnds afterward that a suﬃcient value of m for having x < 2 is m = 5. So he picks the side
3  5x for the square in the right-hand part of equality (8) and writes [op. cit.: 304, lines 11–
12]So, I have 3x2 + 12x + 9 eq. hx, that from the side 3  5x, and x becomes 42/22, that is
(“toutestin”) 21/11.Diophantos provides here the value of the unknown number immediately, bypassing any
reference to the fully transferred equality 3x2 + 12x + 9 = 9 + 25x2  30x, the relevant
fundamental simpliﬁcations and the ﬁnal equality 42x = 22x2.
Another characteristic example exists in Problem 12 of Book VI, where the resolution is
gradually reduced to the double equality [Tannery, 1893: 418, line 18]:6x2 þ 4x eq: x and 6x2 þ 3x eq: x: ð10Þ
In this case, Diophantos’s method amounts to a direct parametric resolution of the ﬁrst
equality and an algebraic substitution in the second one. Written in modern algebraic lan-
guage, this method runs as follows:
Looking for a relevant square in the right-hand part of the ﬁrst equality in (10), we start
with the equation 6x2 + 4x = m2x2 and thus, ignoring the value x = 0, we ﬁndx ¼ 4
m2  6 and x
2 ¼ 16
m4 þ 36 12m2 :Substituting these expressions into the second equality in (10), we have6x2 þ 3x ¼ 6  16
m4 þ 36 12m2 þ 3 
4
m2  6 ¼
12m2 þ 24
m4 þ 36 12m2 :It is evident now that any solution of the equation 12m2 + 24 = p2 provides a relevant
value of m for solving the double equality (10). In a previous lemma [op. cit.: 416], Dio-
phantos has given a method for ﬁnding a square number m2 such thatIf a + b equals a square, then a  m2 + b equals a square.Having here a = 12 and b = 24, this method provides the square number m2 = 25 and thus,
starting from the equality 6x2 + 4x = 25x2, we ﬁnd x = 4/19, a value satisfying the double
equality (10). Diophantos describes the whole procedure in the following, quite elliptical
way [op. cit.: 418, lines 18–23 and 420, lines 1–5, our emphasis]:
17 In
whos
by m
powe
and i
mode
18 No
great
19 Se
38 Y. Thomaidis. . . if we will solve (“apolysoˆmen”) the greater equality [i.e., 6x2 + 4x eq. hx], the num-
ber [i.e., x] becomes 4 of parts (“en morioˆ”) 1m2 – 6. Therefore the power [i.e., x2]
becomes 16 of parts 1m4 + 36 – 12m2. So, 6 powers together with 3 numbers [i.e.,
6x2 + 3x] become 12m2 + 24 of parts 1m4 + 36 – 12m2; therefore 12 and 24 are in debt
of (“opheilousi”) a square that, multiplying by the given lesser [i.e., 12] and adding the
greater [i.e., 24], makes hom. Such [a square] is 25. So m2 becomes 25, and therefore
m will be 5.17 Seeking then to equate (“isoˆsai”) 6x2 + 4x, we make eq. 25x2, and
x becomes 4/19.In this passage Diophantos explicitly solves the partially transferred equality
6x2 + 4x eq. hx employing a mixture of “powers” and “squares,” prior to any reference
to the crucial verb “equate,” in order to create the respective fully transferred equality
6x2 + 4x eq. 25x2, which provides the value of the unknown.18
5. Summing up and discussing the evidence
The evidence oﬀered in the previous sections makes it clear that the core of Diophantos’s
method in Arithmetica is the creation of ad hoc equalities between the various abbreviated
designations of the arithmetical theory for the unknown number and its powers. Originated
from the conditions of a problem (“epitagmata”), these equalities are suﬃcient to provide a
value of the unknown, or even to solve a condition identically (“en toˆ aoristoˆ”). According
to their function, I have named the ﬁrst type an “equation-like equality,” which is valid
only for a single value of the unknown or is null (in positive rational numbers). Respec-
tively I have named the second one an “identity-like equality,” which is valid for every
value of the unknown.
The “identity-like equalities” appear in the resolution of a problem fully transferred into
the abbreviated designations of the arithmetical theory, whereas the “equation-like” ones
are transferred gradually and simpliﬁed from an initial to a ﬁnal form, which is simple
enough to provide a value of the unknown number. The various simpliﬁcations change
the form of an “equation-like equality,” but clearly do not change its function as a tool
for ﬁnding the unknown.
Although our analysis and close reading of the resolutions in Arithmetica revealed
numerous rules for simplifying equalities,19 Diophantos makes an explicit reference only
to two of them (i.e., those described in the introductory passage we have cited in Section
2). This fact makes quite reasonable the hypothesis that the respective forms of the equality
may have played a special role in Diophantos’s practice. Before we proceed further into this
issue, we recall the equality from Problem IV 39 discussed in Sections 3 and 4. Written in
modern algebraic language, the various steps employed or implied by Diophantos leading
from the initial form of this equality to the value of the unknown are the following:the modern interpretation and translation of this passage we designate by m the new unknown,
e square expresses a certain multitude of x2 in the right-hand part of the ﬁrst equality (10), and
2 and m4 the standard abbreviated designations Υ and Υ for the second and the fourth
r of this unknown. The fact that the new unknown is introduced by Diophantos very implicitly
s designated with the same abbreviations as the ﬁrst unknown and its powers does not help a
rn reader to grasp the meaning of the text easily.
te also that in this resolution the partially transferred equality 6x2 + 4x eq.hx is considered
er than the other one 6x2 + 3x eq. hx.
e the table in the Appendix.
Equality in Diophantos’s Arithmetica 39(1) 1 1
3
x2 þ 5 1
3
xþ 4 ¼  with x < 2 [everything is multiplied by 9]
(2) 12x2 + 48x + 36 =h [everything is divided by 4]
(3) 3x2 + 12x + 9 =h [the equality just before “equating”]
(4) 3x2 + 12x + 9 = (3  mx)2 [a “general” square for equating (3)]
(5) 3x2 + 12x + 9 = 9 + m2x2 – 6mx [add the missing and subtract the similar]
(6) (6m + 12)x = (m2 – 3)x2
(7) x ¼ 6mþ12m23 [a “general” solution of (3)] 
x < 2! 6mþ12m23 < 2! 6mþ 18 < 2m2 ! mP 5 20
(8) 3x2 + 12x + 9 = (3 – 5x)2 [a speciﬁc square for equating (3)]
(9) 3x2 + 12x + 9 = 9 + 25x2 – 30x [add the missing and subtract the similar]
(10) 42x = 22x2
(11) x ¼ 42
22
¼ 21
11
[a speciﬁc solution of (3)].
Diophantos omits to refer to the steps (5)? (6) and (9)? (10), where an implied fully
transferred equality is simpliﬁed to its ﬁnal form with the fundamental rules “add the miss-
ing” and “subtract the similar.” On the other hand, he makes explicit reference to the suc-
cessive simpliﬁcations of the initial, partially transferred equality in steps (1)? (2) through
trivial arithmetic operations. It is also quite interesting that in step (7)? (8) he gives a
detailed description of a general solution of the initial equality (3), where the “arithmos”
(m) and the respective “tetragoˆnos” (m2) are carefully discriminated from the abbreviated
12x and 3x2 of the equality. Finally, he stresses even the identity of 42/22 with 21/11. Dio-
phantos’s practice focuses on every equality other than the fully transferred ones!
This practice is in fact evident in much of Diophantos’s work. For this reason, it is dif-
ﬁcult to maintain that there is any real attention given to equalities such as (5) or (9) in
Arithmetica. Consequently, the case for making a strict allocation between an “equation”
or a “nonequation” concerning the various equalities that occur is signiﬁcantly weakened.
The evidence given in this paper makes clear that the initial hybrid “isoteˆs” (or even “isoˆ-
sis,” as Diophantos sometimes names it) can be simpliﬁed and solved well before all the
elements of the statement of the problem are transformed into the arithmetical theory.
Equalities such as (3), (9), or (10) represent diﬀerent aspects of the same notion, the “equa-
tion-like equality” that is Diophantos’s tool for “revealing” the unknown. In Arithmetica
we ﬁnd a mass of material that could reasonably be considered to involve this tool, but
its very concept is far from being enounced as a deﬁnite object. Furthermore, the rules
for simplifying equalities appear as simple operations on numbers or abbreviated designa-
tions, without bearing special names.21
All the above suggest that the “full transference” as a criterion for isolating “equations”
in Arithmetica is incompatible with Diophantos’s practice and terminology, and answer in
the negative our questions (see Section 1) concerning the diﬀerent status of equalities inside
and outside the arithmetical theory. Diophantos’s practice reveals, however, another kind
of distinction, that between the object “equation-like equality” and the process of “equat-
ing.” Expressed by the various forms of the verb “isooˆ” (= equate) or “poioˆ teˆn isoteˆta”
(= make the equality), or even the verbal adjective “isoˆsis” (= the act of making an equal-20 This intermediate step, which provides a relevant value for Diophantos’s “certain number” m,
occupies 21 lines in the resolution of problem IV 39 [Tannery, 1893: 302, lines 14–24 and 304, lines
1–10].
21 Such as, for example, the “al jabr” of the medieval mathematicians of Islam, Vie`te’s “antithesis,”
etc.
40 Y. Thomaidisity), this process involves a transformation from an asserted initial and partially transferred
equality to a fully transferred one. The fact that Diophantos in many cases abstains from
mentioning this fully transferred equality makes evident that the core of a problem’s reso-
lution for him lies in the process rather than the attainment of a deﬁnite object similar to
what is meant by “equation” nowadays.
Tracing the emergence and the meaning of the object “equation-like equality” at this
early stage of development remains an open historical problem, calling for a more thorough
reading and analysis of the text of Arithmetica and perhaps other ancient mathematical
treatises. Given the evidence above and taking into account linguistic, didactic, and math-
ematical aspects of the issue, such an analysis could start with an attempt to answer the
following question: Why does Diophantos not inform the reader of Arithmetica in its Intro-
duction of the whole range of the rules that he uses in order to simplify equalities, but only
the two related to a fully transferred equality?
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Appendix
The following table puts together the various rules used by Diophantos to simplify
equalities in Arithmetica:Formulation Example ProblemS1 add the missing in both [parts] 3x  300 = x  20) 3x = x + 280 I 7
S2 [subtract] similar from similar 3x = x + 280) 2x = 280 I 7
S3 everything [is taken](number) times 1 13 x
2 þ 5 13 xþ 4 =h) 12x2 + 48x + 36 = h IV 39
S4 [take] their (arithmetical adjective)
[part]
12x2 + 48x + 36 =h) 3x2 + 12x + 9 = h IV 39S5 everything [is multiplied] by x 172 ¼ 336xþ 24x ) 172x = 336x2 + 24 VI 22
S6 everything [is multiplied] by x2 26 + 1x2 =h) 26x2 + 1 = h V 9
S7 everything [is divided] by x 25x2 = 200x) 25x equal 200 I 26
S8 everything [is divided] by x2 10,816x4 + 221x2 =h) 10,816x2 + 221x = h IV 16
S9 and the side equal to the side 121x4 = x2) 11x2 = x II 24References
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